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ABSTRACT: Chemical stimuli, generally constituted by small volatile organic molecules, are extremely important for the survival of different insect species. In the course of evolution, insects have developed very sophisticated biochemical systems for the binding and the delivery of specific semiochemicals to their cognate membrane-bound receptors. Chemosensory proteins (CSPs) are a class of small soluble proteins present at high concentration in insect chemosensory organs; they are supposed to be involved in carrying the chemical messages from the environment to the chemosensory receptors. In this paper, we report on the solution structure of CSPsg4, a chemosensory protein from the desert locust Schistocerca gregaria, which is expressed in the antennae and other chemosensory organs. The 3D NMR structure revealed an overall fold consisting of six α-helices, spanning residues 13–18, 20–31, 40–54, 62–78, 80–90, and 97–103, connected by loops which in some cases show dihedral angles typical of β-turns. As in the only other chemosensory protein whose structure has been solved so far, namely, CSP from the moth Mamestra brassicae, four helices are arranged to form a V-shaped motif; another helix runs across the two V’s, and the last one is packed against the external face. Analysis of the tertiary structure evidenced multiple hydrophobic cavities which could be involved in ligand binding. In fact, incubation of the protein with a natural ligand, namely, oleamide, produced substantial changes to the NMR spectra, suggesting extensive conformational transitions upon ligand binding.

Chemical signals regulate most aspects of insect life. Insects have developed very sensitive and sophisticated systems to detect and correctly recognize different molecules present in the environment. Receptors are distributed on the surface of sensory organs, such as antennae, tarsi, and mouth parts, housing dendrites of chemosensory neurons. G-protein-coupled receptors, spanning the neuronal membrane with seven α-helical segments, have been generally recognized as the biochemical elements responsible for recognition of olfactory and taste stimuli (1, 2).

Before interacting with their cognate membrane-bound receptors, chemical stimuli, mainly consisting of small hydrophobic molecules, have to cross an aqueous barrier. According to a current view, this process is assisted by small soluble proteins capable of reversibly binding a great variety of these organic molecules (3–10). These proteins are classified in two main groups, based mainly on sequence analysis, namely, odorant/pheromone binding proteins (OBPs/PBPs) and chemosensory proteins (CSPs). Their specific roles in chemoreception have not been entirely elucidated, although it has been demonstrated that olfactory receptors (e.g., those expressed in heterologous systems) can correctly recognize odorant molecules even in the absence of OBPs or CSPs (11, 12). Other experiments seem to indicate that LUSH, a member of Drosophila OBPs, is required for both behavioral and electrophysiological response to the pheromone vaccenyl acetate (13).

Whatever their functions are, the presence of PBPs and CSPs seems crucial for these important physiological processes; their biosynthesis in exceptionally large amounts requires a significant investment of energy by the insect and suggests an important role, both for the survival of the individual and for the conservation of the species (10). Moreover, the extremely high concentrations of OBPs and CSPs in the sensillar lymph (around 10 mM) (14) do not
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allow odorants and other semiochemicals to travel from the outer environment to the dendritic membrane without continually impinging into these proteins (10).

One of the approaches to understand the role of OBPs/PBPs and CSPs in chemoreception relies on a detailed knowledge of their three-dimensional structure and their mode of binding, including possible conformational changes induced by formation of complexes with their ligands. The structures of several insect OBPs have been resolved by X-ray diffraction and/or by NMR spectroscopy (15–23). By contrast, the three-dimensional fold has been described for only a single CSP, namely, CSPMbraA6 from the moth *Mamestra brassicae*, both in the crystal and in solution (24–26). Both OBPs and CSPs from insects are mainly consisting of α-helical domains, packed in very compact and stable structures although different in their folding motives. Both classes of proteins feature a hydrophobic binding pocket, which in some cases has been shown to contain putative endogenous ligands (27, 28).

In proteins of both classes, major conformational changes have been observed as a consequence of ligand binding. In the PBP of *Bombyx mori*, the C-terminus is unstructured at neutral pH, and the natural pheromone ligand, bombykol, is bound with high affinity (15, 16). However, at acidic pH values the C-terminus folds into an α-helical segment that fills the binding pocket, thus displacing the bombykol molecule (17). This behavior has been invoked to support a biochemical model in which the PBP binds the pheromone from the environment and then releases it in the more acidic environment of the membrane, directly onto the olfactory receptor. Similarly, a conformational change associated with ligand binding has also been observed in CSPMbraA6, which has been reported to bind three molecules of 12-bromododecanol, swelling extensively in this process (24).

Although both OBPs and CSPs share common structural features, they seem to differ widely in ligand specificities. Thus, a deeper understanding of their three-dimensional structure, particularly focused on their ligand binding sites, may shed light on the molecular mechanisms underlying insect behavior. In this paper, we report on the solution structure of CSPsg4, which is expressed in the antennae and other chemosensory organs of the desert locust *Schistocerca gregaria*. This protein has been shown to fill the outer lymph of one-pore contact chemosensilla, thus suggesting its possible involvement in taste or more generally in contact chemoreception (29).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Protein Expression and Characterization.** Details of the cDNA cloning and of the recombinant CSPsg4 expression have been described previously (30). CSPsg4 was heterologously expressed using the pET-Schi 10 plasmid in the *Escherichia coli* BL21(DE3) strain. To prepare the $^{15}$N-, $^{15}$N-$^{13}$C-, and $^{15}$N,$^{10}$% $^{13}$C-labeled proteins, bacteria were grown on M9 minimal media containing as sole nitrogen and carbon source 1 g/L $^{15}$NH$_4$Cl, 1 g/L $^{15}$NH$_4$Cl and 3 g/L [1$^{13}$C]glucose or 1 g/L $^{15}$NH$_4$Cl and 0.3 g/L [1$^{13}$C]glucose, respectively. The protein was purified by a three-step procedure that combines two sequential ion-exchange chromatographic steps, followed by Vydac C$_4$ reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (30). In particular, a rough purification was initially obtained by loading the cell lysate directly on a CM-Sepharose Fast Flow column (Pharmacia), equilibrated with 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6. The flow-through was then applied on a DEAE-Sepharose Fast Flow column (Pharmacia) equilibrated in the same buffer and eluted with a linear gradient of NaCl. The final purification step was a reverse-phase HPLC, as already reported (30). Protein samples were verified in purity and isotopic content by MALDI-TOF-MS analysis using a Voyager-DE PRO mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems, Framingham, MA), as previously described (30). The NMR samples had 1.2 mM protein in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, and 5% D$_2$O; protein concentration was estimated by UV (30).

**Spectral Assignment.** NMR spectra were acquired at 300 K on Bruker spectrometers operating at 500, 600, 700, and 750 MHz, equipped with triple resonance gradient probes. Data were processed with NMRPipe (31); visualization of spectra, peak-picking, and analysis were done in NMRView (32). Sequence assignments were performed using three-dimensional (3D) HNCA (33), HNCACB (34), CBCA(CO)-NH (35), and HNCO (36) triple resonance experiments, in combination with a 3D TOCSY- and NOESY-[H,$^{15}$N]HSQC, all collected at 500 MHz. Side chain carbons were assigned from a 700 MHz (H)CCH-TOCSY (36) spectrum, while side chain protons were assigned from a 700 MHz H(C)CH-TOCSY (36) spectrum and a 500 MHz 2D TOCSY acquired in D$_2$O on an unlabeled sample. The stereospecific assignment of Cδ of leucines and Cy of valines was performed by analyzing the 750 MHz [H,$^{13}$C]-HSQC spectrum of $^{15}$N,10% $^{13}$C-labeled CSPsg4, as described (37). NOE-based distance restraints were extracted from a 500 MHz 2D NOESY spectrum, a 500 MHz 3D NOESY-[H,$^{15}$N]-HSQC spectrum, and a 700 MHz 3D NOESY-[H,$^{13}$C]-HSQC spectrum, all with a mixing time of 100 ms. A total of 127 dihedral angle constraints were derived from chemical shift values using TALOS (31); additional restraints were obtained from $^{3}J_{HH}$ coupling constants extracted from a 500 MHz quantitative J-correlated HNHA experiment (38).

**Structure Calculation.** Structure calculations were performed by simulated annealing in torsion angle space using the CYANA 2.0 package (39), which implements an efficient protocol for structure calculation/automated assignment of NOEs (40). The standard annealing protocol was used with 20000 steps of torsion angle dynamics; in each of seven cycles, 100 structures were calculated, and the 20 with the lowest target function were used in the next stage. Thirty-six NOEs were assigned manually and imposed in all stages of the protocol, while all other NOE assignments accrued in the course of the automatic procedure, resulting in a total of 1931 upper distance bounds. In the final run, 200 structures were computed, and the 40 with lowest target function were refined by 4000 steps of restrained minimization in the more realistic AMBER99 force field (41), using an implicit solvation model (42, 43) to account for the influence of solvent. The AMBER-minimized structures were sorted by increasing restraint violation, and the first 20 were selected as the representative bundle. Quality checks were done in PROCHECK-NMR (44), while MOLMOL (45) was used for structure visualization and analysis. Surface pockets and internal cavities were identified and measured with the CASTp protocol (46, 47).
Titration Experiments. Ligand binding was followed by measuring changes in the 1D proton spectrum and the 2D $[\text{H}-^{15}\text{N}]$-HSQC of a sample containing 1 mM $^{15}$N-labeled CSPsg4. Prescored amounts of oleamide (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich), each corresponding to 1 molar equiv, were dissolved in methanol and taken to dryness in vials. After reference spectra of the free protein were collected, the sample was transferred in turn to one of the vials, incubated for 30 min at 315 K, cooled at 300 K, placed again in the NMR tube, and examined. Samples with a 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1 oleamide:protein molar ratio were examined. A final titration in the NMR tube, and examined. Samples with a 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1 oleamide:protein molar ratio were examined. A final titration was obtained by incubation of the sample with a 12 molar excess of oleamide.

RESULTS

Resonance Assignment. All of the peaks that appear in the $[\text{H}-^{15}\text{N}]$-HSQC spectrum of CSPsg4 (available as Supporting Information, Figure 1S) were assigned unambiguously; the backbone assignment was 99% complete, since neither the backbone nor the side chain of D9 could be assigned, possibly due to strong overlap with other signals. The resonance assignment was 98.5% complete for carbons, 98.1% for nitrogens, and 99.5% for protons. The methyl groups of all 5 valines and 11 out of 12 leucines (except L107) have been stereospecifically assigned. The 3 prolines have been all assigned to the trans conformation, based on Cβ and Cγ chemical shift values (48). The $J_{NNN}$ coupling constants, as well as the dihedral intervals computed by the program TALOS (49) based on the chemical shifts values of Cα and CO, were used as additional constraints during structure calculation.

Three-Dimensional Structure of CSPsg4. Table 1 lists the constraints used for structure calculations, together with the statistical analysis of the final structures. A total of 1931 upper limit distance restraints as well as 127 TALOS and 47 $J_{NNN}$ coupling restraints were used, corresponding to an average of 19 constraints per residue. After restrained energy minimization in the AMBER99 force field (41) in the presence of an implicit solvent model (49), the final ensemble showed only minor restraint violations. The structure was very well defined: the RMSD of the structured regions (residues 13–103, vide infra) was 0.24 Å for the backbone and 0.72 Å for all heavy atoms. 99.8% of all residues were located in the most favored and additionally allowed regions of Ramachandran plot, and only 0.2% fell in the generously allowed regions, these latter being all located in loops or terminals. The equivalent resolution of the structured region, as assessed by PROCHECK-NMR (44) based on Ramachandran plot quality and on hydrogen bond energies, was of 1.5–1.6 Å. Figure 1A shows the bundle of the 20 lowest energy structures.

The structure is characterized by an overall fold consisting of six α-helices connected by loops. The helices were identified by analysis of the backbone dihedrals, with support from the STRIDE (50) and PROMOTIF (51) protocols, and were named on the basis of a comparison with the secondary structure elements of CSPMbraA6 (24, 25); in CSPsg4, they span residues 13–18 (helix A), 20–31 (B), 40–54 (C), 62–78 (D), 80–90 (E), and 97–103 (F). A stereoview of the lowest energy structure in the bundle is reported in Figure 1B. In several models, the beginning of helix C was slightly irregular at the site of residue D41. Moreover, due to the presence of a proline at position 50, a certain distortion was also evident in the middle of helix C. Residues 36–37, 58–59, and 92–93 showed dihedral angles and NOE patterns indicative of a type I β-turn; in most structures, residues 95 and 96 also folded into a type I β-turn, whereas a type I′ β-turn was present between residues 56 and 57. As in the case of CSPMbraA6, the four helices, A, B, D, and E, are arranged to form a V-shaped motif. Helix C runs across the two V’s, while helix F is packed against the external face of the V formed by helices D and E (Figure 1B).

The arrangement of secondary structure elements in the fold of CSPsg4 corresponds rather closely to that observed in the NMR structure of CSPMbraA6, although helix B and helix E are longer by one and three residues, respectively, while helix F is five residues shorter. Figure 2A shows that the best alignment of CSPMbraA6 and CSPsg4 is obtained when a gap of two amino acids is inserted between residues 32 and 33 of CSPMbraA6. It is also evident that the amino acid sequences of the two proteins are very similar, the number of identical residues corresponding to 52%.

For a quantitative comparison of the 3D structures of CSPMbraA6 and CSPsg4, we decided to rely on the X-ray structure of CSPMbraA6 (25) (PDB ID 1KXX). This structure features longer helices, particularly helix F, with respect to both the solution structure of CSPMbraA6 solved by the same group (24) (PDB ID 1K19) and CSPsg4. These differences are presumably related to an increased flexibility/disorder in solution, and admittedly they introduce an element of complication in the comparison between the solution structure of CSPsg4 and the X-ray structure of CSPMbraA6. However, the alternative of using the solution structure of CSPMbraA6 as a reference was still less tempting, given its

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Summary of Residual Constraint Violations, Energies, and Statistics for the Final CSPsg4 Structure Ensemble (20 Structures)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>unambiguous restraints</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intraresidue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total n. of contacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>other restraints</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALOS dihedral angles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{NNN}$ couplings ($q$ angles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>av n. of distance restraint violations (Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.1 &lt; d &lt; 0.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.2 &lt; d &lt; 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>av max violation (Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>av n. of torsional violation restraints (deg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5 &lt; \theta &lt; 10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10 &lt; \theta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>av max violation (deg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>av AMBER energies (kcal/mol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$ (AMBER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$ (distance constraint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$ (torsional constraint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$ (van der Waals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$ (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran plot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>most favored region (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generously allowed region (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSD from mean (Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backbone atoms (N, Cα, Cγ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all heavy atoms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* *2 < ||i−j|| < 4. The force constants for the distance (torsional) restraints were 32 kcal mol$^{-1}$ A$^{-2}$ (16 kcal mol$^{-1}$ rad$^{-2}$). Errors are given as ±1 standard deviation. * Residues L13–R103.
poor resolution, which probably contributed to the large backbone RMSD observed with respect to both CSPMbraA6 in the solid state (3.40 Å for residues 13–101) and CSPsg (3.49 Å for residues 13–31, 36–103).

Superimposition of the backbone of CSPsg (residues 13–31, 36–103) with monomer A of the crystal form 1 (residues 13–31, 34–101) (25) resulted in an RMSD of 2.21 Å, which confirms the visually apparent close similarity between the two proteins (Figure 2B). Interestingly, a still lower backbone RMSD (2.09 Å) is obtained when comparing our structure with that of the complex CSPsg–bromododecanol determined by X-ray crystallography (26) (PDB ID 1N8V; see Figure 2C), which features an extensive swelling of the internal cavity and partial unfolding of the N-terminal helix. As an aid for the interpretation of binding experiments (vide infra), several pockets and cavities were identified in the structure of CSPsg by means of specific analysis tools (46, 47). Three of these cavities are depicted in Figure 3 with different colors: in the reference structure, the largest pocket (red, 290 Å³, computed using Connolly’s molecular surface) features a single large mouth and is mostly made up of hydrophobic residues belonging to helices A, C, and D, as well as to the N-terminal; however, across the members of the bundle there is remarkable variability both in the volume and in the exact position of this pocket. By contrast, the second largest pocket is an internal, closed cavity (green, 225 Å³) and is quite well conserved in the whole bundle.

Adjacent to it, but extending to the protein surface, is the third pocket shown (blue, 165 Å³), which again shows appreciable modifications in other individual bundle structures. At this stage of analysis, several other pockets identified appear less interesting, because of their much smaller volumes and/or lack of reproducibility within the bundle.

**Binding Studies.** Despite their overall very high structural similarity, CSPsg and CSPMbraA6 show specific affinities for different ligands (25, 52). To better understand the structural features that determine this specific selectivity in molecular recognition, we followed by NMR a titration of CSPsg with oleamide, the main endogenous ligand of a CSP in the very closely related species *Locusta migratoria* (28). Chemical shift perturbations are very sensitive even to subtle conformational effects and represent a suitable method to study weak interactions, such as those expected for binding and delivery of chemical stimuli. One-dimensional ¹H NMR spectra acquired at 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1 ligand:protein molar ratios are reported as Supporting Information (Figure 2S). A comparison with the spectrum of the free protein shows very clearly that, upon addition of oleamide, the intensity of the two signals in the extreme regions, i.e., H²¹³ of I²⁷ at high field and H²¹¹ of W⁸³ at low field, is significantly decreased, suggesting that these two residues are involved in oleamide binding. Figure 4 shows the [¹H–¹⁵N]-HSQC spectrum acquired upon prolonged incubation at 310 K in the presence of an excess of oleamide: the substantial

---

**FIGURE 1:** Stereoview of the solution structure of CSPsg after AMBER minimization. Panel A: Bundle of the 20 lowest energy structures superimposed for backbone atoms of residues 13–103. The RMSD was 0.24 Å. Panel B: Ribbon representation showing the helices named on the basis of a comparison with the secondary structure elements of CSPMbraA6 (24, 25). They correspond to residues 13–18 (helix A, dark blue), 20–31 (helix B, light blue), 40–54 (helix C, green), 62–78 (helix D, yellow), 80–90 (helix E, orange), and 97–103 (helix F, red).
differences with respect to the free protein suggest the occurrence of an extensive conformational transition. However, [%H-15N]-HSQC spectra corresponding to the intermediate stages (data not shown) display extensive peak doubling and broadening, typical of chemical processes occurring on an intermediate/slow exchange regime, which prevents a straightforward identification of all the residues involved in binding site.

**Figure 2:** Structural comparison of CSPsg4 and CSPMbraA6. Panel A: Alignment of amino acid sequences. Panel B: NMR structure of CSPsg4 (first structure of the bundle, left) and monomer A of the crystal form 1 of CSPMbraA6 (PDB ID 1KX9, center). The overlay of the same structures (RMSD = 2.21 Å) is reported as a line representation on the right side (with CSPsg4 in red and CSPMbraA6 in blue). Panel C: NMR structure of CSPsg4 (first structure of the bundle, left) and bromododecanol-bound CSPMbraA6 (PDB ID 1N8V, center). The overlay of the same structures (RMSD = 2.09 Å) is reported as a line representation on the right side (with CSPsg4 in red and CSPMbraA6 in blue).

**Figure 3:** Selected surface pockets and internal cavities of CSPsg4. The protein (dashed gray surface) is shown in the same orientation as in panel B of Figure 2; the pockets are highlighted in color, with their mouth regions in a lighter shade. Pockets: 1, red; 2, green; 3, blue.
In this study, we have reported the solution structure of CSP_4g from _S. gregaria_, as determined by NMR spectroscopy. Our results show a general fold very close to the CSP of _M. brassicae_, the only other structure available for proteins of this class (Figure 2) (25). The observed structural similarity between the orthopteran and lepidopteran proteins is hardly surprising, given their sequence homology (Figure 2). In the case of the two above-mentioned CSPs, the sequence identity corresponds to 52%, but in general CSPs are well conserved even across very distant insect orders. This finding suggests that the difference in ligand binding may be determined by the presence of a few specific amino acids located in the protein hydrophobic cavities. On the other hand, even OBPs, the other class of soluble binding proteins in insect chemoreception, show a very conserved folding, as documented by six structures solved so far, despite a poor sequence similarity, limited, in some cases, to the motif of six cysteines (53).

Despite the high overall structural similarity, several differences were evident between CSP_4g and CSPMbraA6 that may account for protein specificities toward the natural ligand. First, the structure of CSP_4g is less ordered than the X-ray structure of CSPMbraA6 taken as a reference. This could be partly attributed to the solution state, although the backbone overlap is definitely better with the X-ray structure of CSPMbraA6 than with its NMR structure. Interestingly, the closest fit of backbone atoms (2.09 Å) corresponds to the overlay of the first structure in the bundle of the NMR structures of CSP_4g with the bromododecanol-bound form of CSPMbraA6 (PDB ID 1N8V), which is remarkably swollen in the unbound protein and features a more disordered N-terminal helix.

Other differences were observed at the level of surface pockets and internal cavities, which were significantly larger in our protein. The bromododecanol-bound form of CSPMbraA6 features a largely predominant pocket, which accommodates three ligand molecules, and results from the coalescence of several distinct pockets/cavities of the free form, accompanied by extensive rearrangement. As a matter of fact, the extent of rearrangement is such that it would be difficult to recognize a preformed ligand binding cavity in the structure of the free form. By analogy, one can surmise that even in the case of CSP_4g the pocket/cavity features of the free form will be profoundly altered by ligand binding. This may well explain the far-reaching NMR changes that occur on interaction with oleamide. The type of peak doubling and broadening that accompanies the intermediate stages of titration with oleamide is characteristic of a ligand exchange kinetics slow to intermediate on the chemical shift time scale. Since the NMR chemical shifts do not exhibit a continuous change over the course of a protein—ligand titration, a straightforward transfer of the assignments of the free form onto the bound form is not possible, and more demanding _de novo_ assignment strategies will be required to clarify the structure of the bound form. However, the NMR titration data clearly point to a specific interaction with oleamide that reaches a final plateau characterized by a well-defined, although somewhat broadened, [^1H—^15N]-HSQC spectrum.

Oleamide was the only endogenous ligand isolated from a pool of CSPs purified from the wings of the very closely related locust species _L. migratoria_ (28). In addition to other straight-chain amides, the same compound was also identified as a natural ligand of OBPs from the wings of the paper wasp _Polistes dominulus_ (27). The ecological role of oleamide, and its effect on the locust, is still unclear; similarly, the knowledge on putative locust pheromones is very poor and fragmentary. Simple aromatic derivatives, such as phenylacetonitrile and substituted phenols and anisoles, have been isolated from the feces of _S. gregaria_ and suggested as potential aggregation pheromones for this species. In the past, we failed to measure any appreciable binding of these compounds to CSPs of _S. gregaria_ and to the close species _L. migratoria_, nor to OBPs of the latter species (28, 54). On the contrary, our binding experiments indicated some large aromatic compounds as strong ligands,
namely, various phthalates and α-amylcinnamaldehyde; such compounds were not found among natural semiiochemicals (52, 54).

If the physiological role of OBPs in insect olfaction is still a matter of discussion, there is not even a wide agreement on CSPs involvement in the chemosensory system. However, their high production and secretion into the lymph of chemosensilla, together with the demonstration of their binding activity to small organic molecules, strongly suggest that these polypeptides could play a role similar to that of OBPs in chemoreception (10). Moreover, protein members associated with nonsensory organs, such as the CSPs isolated from the wings of locusts, could be involved in the gradual and controlled release of volatile pheromones. In this context, they could perform a function similar to that of the urinary, salivary, or vaginal proteins described in several mammals (55). The elucidation of the three-dimensional structure of different members of the CSP family will help in understanding functional interactions between these proteins and their ligands.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE

Figure 1S, [1H−15N]-HSQC spectrum of CSPsg4 acquired at 300 K, showing the assignment of the amide cross-peaks, and Figure 2S, 1D proton NMR spectra of CSPsg4 upon addition of the ligand at a 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 molar ratio (traces B, C, and D, respectively), with trace A reporting the spectrum of the free protein. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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